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Doctor Burgess, Ranking Member Schakowsky, and members of the Subcommittee, I am
Maneesha Mithal, Associate Director of the Division of Privacy and Identity Protection of the
Bureau of Consumer Protection at the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC” or “Commission”). 1 I
appreciate the opportunity to present the Commission’s testimony on the privacy- and securityrelated provisions of the discussion draft to provide greater transparency, accountability, and
safety authority for the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (“NHTSA”). While the
Commission supports the Subcommittee’s goal of protecting the privacy and security of
consumers’ information, we have concerns about the provisions as drafted.
I.

BACKGROUND
The FTC has served as the primary federal agency charged with protecting consumer

privacy and data security dating back to the 1970 enactment of the Fair Credit Reporting Act
(“FCRA”). 2 Beginning with the development of the Internet as a commercial medium in the
mid-1990s, the FTC expanded its focus on privacy to reflect the growing collection, use, and
sharing of consumer data in the commercial marketplace. Since then, using its enforcement
authority, the Commission has brought hundreds of privacy and data security cases targeting
violations of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 3 the Fair Credit Reporting Act, the GrammLeach-Bliley Act, 4 the Do Not Call provisions of the Telemarketing Sales Rule, 5 the CAN
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SPAM Act, 6 and the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA). 7 These actions have
addressed practices offline, online, and in the mobile and connected device environments.
In addition to enforcing a wide range of privacy and security laws, the FTC has
distributed millions of copies of educational materials for consumers and businesses to improve
their understanding of ongoing threats to security and privacy. Most recently, the FTC launched
its “Start With Security” business education initiative that includes new guidance for businesses
as well as a series of conferences across the country. 8 The business guidance lays out ten key
steps to effective data security, drawn from the FTC’s data security cases. It is designed to
provide an easy way for companies to understand the lessons learned from our cases. It includes
references to the cases, as well as plain-language explanations of the security principles that
companies should implement. 9 In addition to the new guidance, the FTC also has introduced a
one-stop website that consolidates the Commission’s data security information for businesses. 10
On the policy front, the Commission regularly holds seminars and workshops to examine
the implications of new technologies and business models on consumer privacy and security.
For example, at its Internet of Things workshop in November 2013, the Commission specifically
examined privacy and security issues relating to the different technologies in connected cars,
including Event Data Recorders (“EDRs”) and other vehicle telematics. 11 Workshop participants
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described the many safety and convenience benefits that connected cars offer. At the same time,
participants described the potential privacy and security risks arising from this connectivity,
including concerns about the ability of connected car technology to track consumers’ precise
geolocation over time; concerns that information about driving habits could be used to price
insurance premiums or set prices for other auto-related products, without drivers’ knowledge or
consent; and concerns related to the security of connected cars. The Commission staff issued a
report summarizing the workshop and outlining policy recommendations on the Internet of
Things earlier this year. 12
Finally, the FTC has provided advocacy statements to other government agencies
considering regulatory actions in this area. In October 2014, the Commission filed a comment
on NHTSA’s advance notice of proposed rulemaking related to vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
communications. 13 In its comment, the FTC expressed support for NHTSA’s deliberative,
process-based approach to addressing privacy and security risks and commended it for designing
a V2V system to limit the data collected and stored to only that which serves its intended safety
purpose. The Commission also has engaged in discussions with industry representatives and
others on these very important issues.
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II.

Discussion Draft
The Commission is pleased to offer its views on Title III of the discussion draft, which

focuses on privacy and security for connected vehicles. We appreciate that one of the goals of
the discussion draft is to improve privacy protections for consumers and to provide incentives for
vehicle manufacturers to adopt and implement best practices for vehicle security and safety.
However, we have concerns about several aspects of the provisions of Title III.
A.

Privacy Provisions

The draft would amend title 49 of the U.S. Code to add Section 32402(e), which grants a
broad safe harbor from FTC law enforcement actions to any vehicle manufacturer who submits a
privacy policy to the Secretary of Transportation that explains the notice, choices, and privacyrelated commitments the manufacturer will make. Under this proposal, manufacturers can
satisfy the requirements of this section without providing any substantive protections for
consumer data. For example, a manufacturer’s policy could qualify for a safe harbor even if it
states that the manufacturer collects numerous types of personal information, sells the
information to third parties, and offers no choices to opt out of such collection or sale.
Moreover, because the safe harbor exempts a manufacturer from FTC oversight, and Section
32402(d)(2) provides a separate exemption from civil penalties, a manufacturer that submits a
privacy policy that meets the requirements of Section 32402(b) but does not follow it would not
be subject to any enforcement mechanism. Furthermore, although the privacy policy
requirements only apply to information collected from vehicle “owners, renters, or lessees,” the
safe harbor would immunize manufacturers for privacy practices related to other types of
consumers – such as collecting information from vehicle shoppers through manufacturers’
websites. Thus, for example, the Commission could be precluded from bringing a Section 5
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action 14 based on any privacy-related misrepresentation on a manufacturer’s website, even if the
misrepresentation is unrelated to vehicle data. Precluding the Commission from taking action
against such misrepresentations goes well beyond Title III’s focus on vehicle data, particularly in
light of the Commission’s extensive experience in consumer privacy enforcement. 15
Section 32402(c) would authorize manufacturers to update privacy policies’ terms simply
by submitting an updated policy to the Secretary of Transportation. This provision would enable
a manufacturer to make a material change to its privacy policy and then unilaterally apply the
new policy to consumer data collected under its earlier policy. By contrast, the Commission has
acted in a number of instances to ensure that consumers can rely on the terms of privacy policies
in effect at the time information is collected by prohibiting a company from making material
changes to those terms without first obtaining consumers’ affirmative express consent. 16
B.

Hacking Provisions
Section 302 of the discussion draft would prohibit unauthorized access to an electronic

control unit, critical system, or other system containing driving data. We support the goal of
deterring criminals from accessing vehicle data. Security researchers have, however, uncovered
security vulnerabilities in connected cars by accessing such systems. 17 Responsible researchers
often contact companies to inform them of these vulnerabilities so that the companies can
voluntarily make their cars safer. By prohibiting such access even for research purposes, this
14
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provision would likely disincentivize such research, to the detriment of consumers’ privacy,
security, and safety. 18
C.

Security Provisions
Section 303 of the draft amends title 49 of the U.S. Code Section 30701 to establish an

“Automotive Cybersecurity Advisory Council” to “develop best practices for cybersecurity for
manufacturers of automobiles offered for sale in the United States.” Section 30701(a)(4)(B).
Manufacturers that implement these best practices will be immunized from liability under
Section 5 of the FTC Act with respect to any unfair or deceptive conduct “relating to” these best
practices. Section 30701(g). We appreciate that the drafters intend to spur the development of
best practices in security. However, we are concerned that the current draft will not encourage
best practices robust enough to protect consumers.
First, at least fifty percent of the Council’s membership must consist of representatives of
automobile manufacturers. Although NHTSA, the Department of Defense, and the National
Institute of Standards and Technology would have seats on the Council, it appears that all other
stakeholders, including consumer advocates, security researchers, other automotive industry
members, and others would be limited to one member. 19 Because any best practices approved by
the Council will be “by a simple majority of members,” manufacturers alone could decide what
best practices would be adopted.
18
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Second, the discussion draft contains eight areas the best practices “may” – not must –
cover. If the discussion draft required each of the eight areas to be addressed, it would at least
create a minimum standard that the best practices would have to meet. However, the discussion
draft does not do that. The Council – the majority of members of which are auto manufacturers
– will decide the appropriate areas for best practices.
Third, a key component of data security is the need to update practices in light of
emerging risks and technologies. The discussion draft requires the Council to meet annually to
review the best practices, but leaves it up to the Council to adopt additional best practices “as
necessary” in subsequent years, which could mean that risks are not addressed in a timely
fashion. The discussion draft allows, but does not require, manufacturers to submit updated
plans if they choose to modify their plans.
Fourth, although the statute requires NHTSA Administrator approval of a plan submitted
by a manufacturer, NHTSA has little discretion in this regard. The Administrator may only
reject a plan if he or she “demonstrates by clear and convincing evidence” that the plan is not
consistent with the best practices adopted by the Council. This is too high a review standard, and
would likely result in the approval of plans that may meet the bare minimum best practices on
paper, but are in practice not appropriately tailored to foreseeable, evolving threats.
Finally, the proposed safe harbor is so broad that it would immunize manufacturers from
liability even as to deceptive statements made by manufacturers relating to the best practices that
they implement and maintain. For example, false claims on a manufacturer’s website about its
use of firewalls, encryption, or other specific security features would not be actionable if these
subjects were also covered by the best practices.
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In sum, the Commission understands the desire to provide businesses with certainty and
incentives, in the form of safe harbors, to implement best practices. However, the security
provisions of the discussion draft would allow manufacturers to receive substantial liability
protections in exchange for potentially weak best practices instituted by a Council that they
control. The proposed legislation, as drafted, could substantially weaken the security and
privacy protections that consumers have today.
III.

CONCLUSION
Thank you for the opportunity to provide the Commission’s views on the privacy and

cybersecurity provisions of the discussion draft. We look forward to continuing to work with the
Subcommittee and Congress on this critical issue.
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